Shooter Performance Institute's **Pistol Performance Accuracy Course (PPAC)** is a two (2) day, twenty (20) hour course that teaches the officer to deliver precision fire to selective threats by improving his/her fundamentals, speed and accuracy. SPI Principle Based training methods teach the operator efficiency and economy of motion thru the use of training methods that focus on circumstances driving to scenarios.

The officer will be trained to be proficient on Draw and Presentation of Weapon, Stationary Shooting, Shooting While Moving, Moving and Shooting, Barricade Shooting, Target Transition, Recoil Management, Shot Transition and Magazine Changes. These tasks are taught under mental and physical stress implementing visual focus and an offensive mindset while dealing with an active shooter. Upon completion of this course the officer will receive twenty (20) TCOLE credit hours.

The required gear for this course is suitable clothing depending on the season and range, eye and ear protection, soft armor, daily kit, hydration, sack lunch, chair and (400) rounds of ammunition.

**Cost:** $475 per student

**Prerequisites:** Member of Law Enforcement

**Host Department:** Collin County Law Enforcement Academy

**Location:** Collin College, Central Park Campus

**Dates:** October 15th/16th

To register for this course, please visit the SPI web site at [http://www.shooterperformanceinstitute.com](http://www.shooterperformanceinstitute.com).

"As a student, I understood my deficiencies and the instructors showed me how to correct them with simple, understandable explanations. As an instructor, I now have tools to pass on to others."